A white label casting dongle
for smart phone operators

CastCatcher is a custom HDMI dongle solution for operators based on
Digisoft’s CastOS dongle middleware that gives you the benefit of having
complete control over the experience of your subscribers.
HDMI dongles and streaming sticks
are fast becoming attractive options
for operators to disseminate their
services to their subscribers, but
choosing the right dongle solution
is not without its obstacles. With a
myriad of device and platform
choices now on the market, what is
the right strategy to embark on?

CastCatcher is a white label carrier grade alternative to consumer branded streaming sticks allowing an operator to have total control over the experience and software roadmap of the platform.

Here are some of the benefits of CastCatcher:
Your own branded hardware
Full control over the software roadmap
No unwanted competing services on the device

CastCatcher is an ideal companion device for your
OTT strategy and includes built in support for Digisoft’s multiscreen secure client applications across
all mobile platforms.

Full casting functionality from mobile devices
Reduce traditional STB warehouse storage
and truck roll costs

Client Connect Framework – Eliminating multiscreen fragmentation
Digisoft’s client applications also include our Client Connect technology to support casting not just to CastCatcher but also to any cast enabled media device.
Incorporating our unique reverse casting technology and multiscreen & multi device connectivity framework, Client Connect enables operators to deliver a 10-foot user experience on a wide range of TV devices,
from Smart TVs to media streaming boxes.
Client Connect is a smart software abstraction layer for consumer smartphone and tablet applications that
seamlessly handles multiple cast protocol implementations. Going beyond the first and second screens,
Client Connect also supports application level interaction with voice control, smartwatch and smart home
technologies to ensure that your customers will benefit from a new wave of emerging standards and technologies that will be at the heart of any service providers consumer offering.
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you reimagine casting, visit www.digisoft.tv
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